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Perhaps the novelty of what Terrence Tilley names our “post-age stamped”
1
 situation 

(post-modern, post-colonial, post-Vatican II, post-9-11, post-Christian) makes David Tracy‟s 20 

year old theological challenge even more pressing today:  “[T]he question of the „other religions‟ 

can no longer be left until the end of a Christian systematic theology but should enter at the very 

beginning.”
2
  Until now the question of the simultaneous presence of multiple religions has 

remained an ancillary question and an addendum to already established theological constructs.  

The entry of the question of „other religions‟ at the very beginning of a Christian systematic 

theology will have significant effects in the mediation between cultural matrices and the 

significance and role of religions in the matrices in which we live.
3
     

In this paper I wish to begin by articulating the need for a “paradigm shift” in systematic 

reflection on religious diversity.  I am suggesting that the Trinitarian theology of Bernard 

Lonergan, particularly his theology of the divine missions, provides the systematic framework 

for such a shift.
 4

  Next, I will explore Lonergan‟s “missio-centric” theology of religions derived 
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from this framework.   I will conclude with the new challenges this framework poses for a 

theology of religions. 

1. Out of Sight but not Out of Mind: Approaches to Religious Diversity After Vatican II 

The well known phrase “Outside the Church, no salvation” disappeared from the official 

documents of the Roman Catholic Church since Vatican II.  While the Magisterium taught that 

this phrase was not to be taken literally at least since the 1949 Leonard Feeny affair, Vatican II 

marks a tremendous and radical turn in the Roman Catholic attitude to other religions.  

Enumerated by Bernard Sesboüé 
5
 they are: first, the Church no longer situates itself in 

opposition to Others (whether religious, secular, atheist, etc.).  Next, there is not a sense of 

general exclusion from salvation tempered by exceptions (like baptism by desire).  Further, the 

evaluation of other religions is quite positive with regards to the revelatory values outside of the 

Church (people of different mind sets, cultures, and religions).  Fourthly, salvation is opened up 

beyond the small number of “the elect,” it is no longer treated individualistically but from a wide 

historical perspective.  Each religion is properly contextualized within the history of salvation. 

Next, non-catholic Christians are included in the Church of Christ as incorporated members.  

Lastly, non-Christians are treated under the rubric: “ordered toward the church” and “preparation 

for the Gospel.”  Non- Christians are saved because they are a part of humanity.   

Although the phrase has disappeared from the literature, post-Vatican II theologies of 

religion have all grown out of the “outside the church no salvation” mentality.   Theological 

debates around the simultaneous presence of many religions continue to be circumscribed by the 

double foci of Christology and soteriology, (and derivatively, ecclesiology).  Three principal 
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theological paradigms are operative: ecclesiocentrism, christocentrism and theocentrism and 

their three correlative positions of exclusivism, inclusivism and pluralism.  The ecclesiocentric-

exclusivist
6
 paradigm claims explicit faith in Jesus Christ as the exclusive and constitutive way 

of salvation.  The Christocentric-inclusivist paradigm holds Jesus Christ as the constitutive but 

not exclusive way (with differing views on the role of the Church in the explicitation of divine 

grace).  Third, the theocentric-pluralist paradigm holds Jesus Christ as either normative but not 

constitutive of salvation or else as one of many saving figures.  These paradigms or a 

combination thereof permit theologians to speak of ecclesiocentric, christocentric, theocentric, 

regnocentric, pneumatocentric theories of salvation
 7 

and then descriptive models of religions that 

order Christianity to the other world religions within salvation history (total or partial 

replacement, fulfillment, mutuality, acceptance models).  Jacques Dupuis maintains these 

paradigms are principles of understanding, overall keys of the interpretation of reality, and are 

mutually opposed and exclude each other.
8
    David Tracy suggests that answering questions 

about the simultaneous presence of multiple religious traditions without abandoning our 

Christian identities “is unlikely to be, as some suggest, from a „christocentric‟ to a „theocentric‟ 

position.  This Christian response seems more a postponement of the issue rather than an adequate 

response to it.”9
 

The three paradigmatic shifts enumerated by Dupuis from the ecclesiocentric paradigm to 

the Christocentric and then the theocentric reflect the changing context of ecclesial life and 

praxis, especially as ecclesial power and population wanes.  Asian theologians involved in 

interfaith dialogue maintain that these paradigms “do not make sense” in the inter-religious 
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context of the Indian sub-continent.
10

  Felix Wilfred claims that these theological discussions are 

“a debate of Western factions” that cannot be transposed easily to other cultural contexts.
11

  The 

Indian Theological Association criticizes approaches that issue “from a monoreligiocultural 

society and a mere academic and speculative point of view.”
12

  The Indian theologians challenge 

Christians, from their faith perspective, to strive to “understand the purpose and meaning of the 

wonderful religious variety around us and its role and function in the attainment of salvation.”
13

    

Thus, Dupuis‟ monumental works explore “the root-cause of pluralism itself, for its 

significance in God‟s own plan for humankind, for the possibility of mutual convergence of the 

various traditions in full respect of their differences, and for their mutual enrichment and cross-

fertilization.”
14

  He champions de iure pluralism that evaluates pluralism as “a positive factor to 

be welcomed as a gift from God.”  By contrast, de facto pluralism considers religious pluralism 

“a fact of life to be reckoned with.”
15

  De facto pluralism confronts religious difference as, to use 

M. Shawn Copeland‟s words, “not merely variance, but deviation, division, discrepancy, discord, 

incongruity, incompatibility, inconsistency, anomaly, contrariety, aberration and 

misunderstanding;”
16

 difference is something to eradicate and overcome.  De iure pluralism 

would be consonant with an alternate understanding of difference proposed by Copeland, where 

it “carries forward the struggle for life in its uniqueness, variation and fullness; difference is a 
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celebrative option for life in all its integrity, in all its distinctiveness.”
17

  I agree with Dupuis‟ 

approach to religious pluralism and his overall theological agenda, and a reading of Lonergan on 

the topic would support Dupuis‟ initiatives.  However, instead of situating his theology of 

religions in a combination of existent paradigms, what he terms inclusive-pluralism,
18

 I believe 

that a paradigmatic shift to a Trinitarian framework would more adequately support his insights.  

A Trinitarian framework will meet some of the challenges raised by theologies of religion 

today.  First, it “searches more deeply, in the light of Christian faith, for the meaning in God‟s 

design for humankind of the plurality of living faiths and religious traditions with which we are 

surrounded.”
19

  While the Second Vatican Council teaches universal salvation for individuals, it 

remains silent on the question of whether non-Christians are saved by virtue of their own 

religious traditions or in spite of them: Are non-Christian religions salvific?  A second issue has 

to do with the construction of religious identities in the face of other religions.  Is the 

construction of our Christian identity a purely self-mediating process or is it a mutually self-

mediating process that takes the insights of and differences between other religions seriously?  A 

third issue relates to the mission of the Church and dialogue. Do all religions have something 

theological to learn from one another?  Is there mutuality in our conversation, or do Christians 

impart special salvific knowledge upon non-Christians thereby purifying and elevating their 

religions?   

2. The Trinity as Starting Point for Reflection  

Theologians such as Jacques Dupuis, Gavin D‟Costa, S. Mark Heim and Peter Phan all 

point to a trinitarian hermeneutic as the key to understanding the providential purpose and 
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meaning of religious variety while at the same time promoting Phan‟s concern that “the contours 

of Christian identity […] be delineated in positive correlations with other religions, and at the 

same time, [preserve] a genuine respect for their „otherness.‟”
20

   Phan claims that the doctrine of 

the Trinity naturally and rightly plays a decisive role as the Christian doctrine of God.  He quotes 

from the Catechism of the Catholic Church:  

The mystery of the Most Holy Trinity is the central mystery of Christian faith and  life.  It 

is the mystery of God in himself.  It is therefore the source of all the other mysteries of 

faith, the light that enlightens them.  It is the most fundamental and essential teaching in 

the “hierarchy of truths of faith.”  The whole history of salvation is identical with the 

history of the way and the means by which the one true God, Father, Son, and Holy 

Spirit, reveals himself to men “and reconciles and unites with himself those who turn 

away from sin.”
21

 

 

Phan argues that “the doctrine of the Trinity can function as the architectonic principle 

with which to build the cathedral of faith, or to vary the metaphor, as the thread to weave all the 

Christian doctrines into a patterned tapestry.”
22

  The Trinity can serve as the “architectonic 

principle” toward understanding the providential nature of the historical reality of multiple 

religions and the wideness of revelation and salvation.  A Trinitarian framework does not ignore 

Christological, soteriological and ecclesiological questions, it does however re-orient and situate 

them within a wider context.  It will be able to appropriate the insights gleaned through the past 

50 years of dialogue and engage the religious other without effacing the real and important 

differences that make inter-religious conversation possible while at the same time probing ever 

more deeply into the mystery of the Triune God that lies at the heart of our Christian identities.     

3. A Keplerian Revolution 
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The major challenge and opportunity in a trinitarian framework is the retrieval of the 

Holy Spirit as the starting point in systematic theology.
23

  Christians can no longer hold the 

unbalanced and excessive emphasis on the person and mission of Jesus Christ, as it comes at the 

expense of the other two persons of the Trinity. This is “Christomonism.”  Ralph Del Colle 

associates Christomonism with “ecclesial juridicism and theological rationalism;”
24

 Gerald 

O‟Collins, an emphasis on the institutional dimension of Church and an under-appreciation of its 

charismatic character.
25

  Western Christians
26

 may be rightly accused of being practical 

binitarians, who unlike actual binatarians that acknowledge only two divine persons, may not 

deny the three persons doctrinally but act as if the Holy Spirit does not really matter.
27

 Yves 

Congar maintains the period following the Second Vatican Council has become the time to 

redress our underdeveloped pneumatology.
28

  With regard to this contemporary challenge, 

Frederick E. Crowe suggests: 

Our religion cannot be Christocentric in quite the same way it was in the past, but we are 

troubled by the various efforts to conceive a new center.  May I suggest that we discard 

the image itself of a center, and think rather of an ellipse with two foci.  A circle…is a 

special form of an ellipse, one in which the two foci coincide.  Does that provide an 

image of our previous history in regard to Son and Spirit? …The Spirit, instead of being 

allowed to be himself, functioning as a focus in Christian life, was brought into 

coincidence with the Son and so into a measure of     oblivion…In the image of an ellipse 

the two foci of Son and Spirit are distinct and complementary.  Of course, our God is 

triune, and eventually we must find a place for the Father, but at least we have a first 

approximation on the way to a complete integration of the three persons in the work of 

redemption.
29
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John Hick‟s theocentric paradigm, hailed as a Copernican revolution, gives way to what  as 

David Burell calls a “…a „Keplerian revolution‟ to remind us that it was Kepler‟s substitution of 

an ellipse (with twin foci) for a circle which allowed Copernicus‟ model of the solar system to 

meet the celestial observation in an elegant (and hence workable) fashion.”
30

     

4. Two Missions: Distinct and Complementary  

 

 Robert Doran writes that the Spirit and Son are sent by the Father “for a purpose, and the 

divine missions are for the purpose of  establishing and confirming interpersonal relations, first 

between God and us, and  then among ourselves.”
31

 The two missions located in creation and in 

history have the single aim of drawing humanity into the beatific vision, “the heavenly city for 

the glory of the Father.”
32

  They are at the heart of a Trinitarian framework for understanding 

religious diversity.   

God‟s self-giving in history results in the invitation of creation to participate in the inner 

life of God.  This is the definition of a mission: created participation in the eternal divine 

relations.  The tradition has named this process deification, or Crowe‟s apt neologism: 

trinification.  The relations between the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit constitute the 

inner life of the Trinity.   Their very personal identity is determined by these relationships; thus, 

the Father is only the Father because he is the Father of the Son.  These relations are paternity, 

filiation, active and passive spiration.  Filiation is the generation of the Son by the Father; active 

spiration the breathing forth of the Spirit by the Father and the Son; and passive spiration the 

proceeding love, the Holy Spirit. The created participation in the relation of paternity is in the 

incarnation of the Word in the God-man Jesus Christ.   Sanctifying grace is a created 
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participation in active spiration; the habit of charity is a created participation in passive spiration; 

the light of glory is a created participation of the children of God in the divine sonship (filiation).  

Since the Incarnation is a singular and unique historical event of the past and the light of glory 

something of the future, it is sanctifying grace (operative grace or being in love) and the habit of 

charity (co-operative grace or the coalescing of acts of love) that have immediate significance for 

the present.  It is only through the created participations in the active and passive spirations that 

the meaning of the life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ is mediated from the past to the 

present and the future event of the created participation of the children of God in the divine 

sonship at the beatific vision is proleptically present and yet hoped for.  It is through the relations 

of active and passive spiration that the Triune life of God is available for the imitation of and 

participation in by all humanity, Christians and non-Christians alike.  As Congar says, the Spirit 

“is the bond of unity not only in God, but also between God and creation, a unity of love.”
33

  

Killian McDonnell echoes this sentiment in his comment that the Spirit is “the contact point 

between God and humanity” and “the point of departure of our journey to God.”
34

 

The Son and Spirit have a specific relationship to their unique operations in the world.  

The Son, as he has taken on human nature, performs works proper to this fact (i.e. birth, death, 

resurrection).  The Holy Spirit has only the divine nature and thus, does no work that the Father 

and Son do not likewise do.
35

  Each of the divine missions, though ordered to the same end, has 

its own distinctive role and function neither of which is the “same” nor “superfluous.”
36

  Each 

mission brings its unique eternal divine meaning (determined by the divine relations) into the 

world; history is affected by the missions of the Spirit and Son.   
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“The indefinite adaptability which the historicity of [humankind] requires”
37

 is furnished 

by the mission of the Holy Spirit that blows where she will and “fills the entire space-time 

universe.”
38

  It is complemented by the Son‟s mission whose “very historicity […] the 

completeness of his kenosis” prevents him “from becoming an immediate model for the whole 

human race in all its variety.”
39

  In the historical kenosis of the Son of God, he is subject to social 

and cultural conditions, to the limitations of time and place, to language and mores; Jesus‟ very 

Jewishness reveals the totality of the divine kenosis.  Crowe queries if in our Christomonism and 

practical binatarianism “we [have] demanded too much of the Son and by that very fact done 

irreverence to the Spirit the Father gave us?”
40

 

5. The Order of the Divine Missions  

 

Crowe applies the Aristotelian principle regarding the relation between the ontological 

and cognitional order of things to the Trinitarian missions.  “[T]he principle is that what is first in 

our eyes is not first in itself; on the contrary, what is first in our eyes is last in itself, and what is 

last in our eyes is first in itself.”
41

  Christians are not surprisingly accustomed to thinking of the 

Son as being sent into the world first and then the Spirit in continuity with the mission of the 

Son.  Historically, Christian reflection began with the mission of the Son, the experience of the 

Word made flesh, and then on the Holy Spirit to arrive at an understanding of the persons of the 

Trinity in themselves after many centuries.
42

  In applying the Aristotelian principle to the two 

divine missions, Crowe writes: 
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We have simply to reverse the order in which commonly we think of the Son and Spirit 

in the world.  Commonly we think of God first sending the Son, and of the Spirit being 

sent in that context, to bring to completion the work of the Son.  The thesis says that, on 

the contrary, God first sent the Spirit, and then sent the Son in the context of the Spirit‟s 

mission, to bring to completion- perhaps not precisely the work of the Spirit‟s mission, 

but the work which God conceived as one work to be executed in the two steps of the 

twofold mission of the Spirit and then the Son.
43

  

 

Of course, this is a retrieval of an important part of the Christian tradition evident in the Gospel 

of Luke‟s Spirit-Christology.  It is attested to by Irenaeus for whom the Spirit and the Word are 

the two ways God is operative in the history of creation and salvation; and for Ambrose, the 

Spirit is the source of all creation.  At no point in history is the world without the Spirit.
44

   

6. Loving Over Knowing in the Order of Salvation  

The first and foundation gift given by God is God‟s very self in the gift of Love, the Holy 

Spirit.  This gift of love “is not objectified in knowledge” but remains “a dynamic vector, a 

mysterious undertow, a fateful call to dreaded holiness” in interiority
45

  Love is oriented toward 

its fulfillment in its avowal and continues to develop and grow toward consummation.
46

  An 

illustration is to be drawn from a couple falling in love:   

If a man and a woman were to love each other yet never avow their love, there would be 

lacking to their love an interpersonal component, a mutual presence of self-donation.  

Without that interpersonal component, their love would not have the opportunity to 

grow.
47

 

 

A couple can fall in love and be in love without naming their situation; however, at some point 

they must name their situation of love if it is to grow and develop.   
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46
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God‟s falling in love with us is the sending of the Spirit, the gift of divine love.  This love 

is then avowed in the Incarnation of the Son.  God‟s Word is a public “yes” to loving humanity.  

Thus, the initial gift of divine love given in interiority, is developed and grown through the 

power of self-surrender and self-donation until it is freely and fully revealed in the public 

declaration of divine love in the Word that seals the relationship. The future consummation and 

fulfillment of love given (the Holy Spirit) and declared (the Word) is in the final union with the 

originator of the gift of love, God the Father. 

 The missions of the Spirit and the Son are unique and distinct but intimately related and 

interdependent, as the former remains but an orientation to a mystery without a visible proper 

object of being-in-love
48

 and the latter in need of interpretation and understanding.  The invisible 

gift of the Spirit is given in interiority and known through the data of consciousness while the 

visible gift of the Word is given in history and known through empirical data.  Without the Word 

we are unable to articulate the interior experience of love.  Conversely, without the mission of 

the Spirit, the Word as the proper object of being-in-love enters human history but is not 

received.
49

  Hence, it is only through the Holy Spirit that we can declare that “Jesus Christ is 

Lord!”  Likewise, the mission of the Holy Spirit transforms humankind into beings-in-love in 

community and fellowship.  God‟s self-communication in the Word discloses in whom we are to 

believe and what love means (self-sacrificing agapic love).  Together, in the complementarity of 

these two missions there is a redemptive function that promotes the Reign of God “as charity that 

dissolves the hostility and the divisions of past injustice and present hatred” toward deliverance 

and salvation.
50

  

                                                      
48

 Lonergan‟s distinction is similar to Karl Rahner‟s distinction between the transcendental revelation of the Holy 
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49
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50
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The foundational and universal gift of the Holy Spirit does not imply that the Spirit fills a 

“void” that the historicity of the Son‟s mission is unable to fill.  On the contrary, not only does 

God address all humanity with an inner word in the “secrecy of our hearts” but God also 

announces the divine intention throughout history, through prophets, in the Messiah, and through 

the apostles.
51

  According to Doran, the public “avowal of that love is given incrementally in the 

progressive revelation that culminates in the sending of the Son.”
52

  The Word is not only present 

in the history of the Incarnation but whenever and wherever love is objectified because the 

presence of the Holy Spirit is the presence of the Father and Son together.  This is at the heart of 

our Trinitarian tradition: Athanasius points out not only the distinction in the Trinity but 

inseparability of the two missions and Basil the unity of action of the Father and the Son in every 

operation of the Spirit.
53

  The works of the Trinity ad extra are inseparable. 

7. Theology of Religion 

 Lonergan‟s theology of missions permits him to speak of two sets of correlative terms in 

a theology of religions: infrastructure/inner word/faith and suprastructure/outer word/belief. 

The universal gift of God‟s love, the Holy Spirit, and its experience in interiority pertain 

to the infrastructure of religion.
54

    This experience is immediate in consciousness and 

unarticulated in discursive reasoning.  This “dynamic vector,”  “mysterious undertow,” “fateful 

call to dreaded holiness”
55

 is the common element and source of all authentic religions.
56

  The 

infrastructure common to religions is the dynamism of being-in-love in an unrestricted fashion, 
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consciously but without an object.  This gift, given in the immediacy of human experience, 

makes us pleasing to God and transvalues our values.
57

  Although the giving is personal it is not 

solitary, private
58

 or unhistorical because “the dynamic state of being in love has the character of 

response.”
59

  God‟s self-communication enters into history, individually and communally.  

Lonergan states: 

 The Spirit is given to many, and the many form a community.  The community  

endures over generations, spreads over different nations, adapts to cultural changes. It 

acquires a history of its origins, its development, its successes and failures, its happy 

strokes and its mistakes.  Though God‟s grace is given to all, still the experience of 

resting in God ordinarily needs a religious tradition for it to be encouraged, fostered, 

interpreted, guided, developed.
60

  

 

Grace is received, encouraged, fostered, interpreted, guided and developed in the suprastructural 

dimension of religion.   Suprastructure pertains to the objectification, thematization and 

formulation of the experience of the inner word.  The classical Christian formulation that 

Lonergan is so fond of repeating is a suprastructural example of the experience thematized in the 

metaphor “the gift of God‟s love flooding our hearts” (Roman 5:5).  The suprastructure of a 

religion reflects the dynamism of human consciousness to apprehend and discern what is 

valuable, to name what is meaningful in the experience, and to bring forth value and meaning 

into human living.  It is the apprehension of the love of God met in a judgment of value and in a 

commitment to live according to the experience of God‟s love given.  Suprastructure is necessary 

for the experience of God‟s love to move out of the world of immediacy into the world mediated 

by meaning while at the same time to draw religious believers back into contact with that 

foundational experience of being in love.  
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 The suprastructural dimension of religions is not merely a human attempt to objectify an 

interior experience but reveals the dynamism of the interior word toward self-expression in an 

outer word expressed in the world mediated by meaning.          

Then not only the inner word that is God‟s gift of his love but also the outer word of the 

religious tradition comes from God.  God‟s gift of his love is matched by his command to 

love unrestrictedly, with all one‟s heart and all one‟s soul and all one‟s mind and all one‟s 

strength.  The narrative of religious origins is the narrative of God‟s encounter with his 

people.  Religious effort towards authenticity through prayer and penance and religious 

love of all men shown in good deeds become an apostolate, for „…you will recognize 

them by their fruits‟ (Mt. 7, 20).  Finally, the word of religious expression is not just the 

objectification of the gift of God‟s love; in a privileged area it also is specific meaning, 

the word of God himself. 
61

       

 

The character of response that mediates the immediate experience of the inner word into the 

world mediated by meaning is that of a person or persons in love, already transformed by the gift 

of God‟s love.  Thus, “religious beliefs would be objectifications not only of internal experience 

but also of the externally uttered word of God.”
62

   Inner and outer words are both divine 

utterances, the former immediately in consciousness and the latter mediated through community 

and history.  God does not leave us alone to interpret the experience of divine love but announces 

the divine intention in history.   “There is a personal entrance of God himself into history, a 

communication of God to his people, the advent of God‟s word into the world of religious 

expression;”
63

 and “God‟s gift of his love has its proper counterpart in the revelation events in 

which God discloses to a particular people or to all mankind the completeness of his love for 

them.”
64

 

This brings us to the third correlative set of terms : faith and beliefs.  Faith is knowledge 

born of religious love.  It is the result of God‟s gift of love that enables us to be transformed and 
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apprehend and respond to what is valuable.
 65

   Religious beliefs result from the judgment of 

value of religious knowing.  According to Lonergan the distinction between faith and beliefs 

rooted in the experience of the gift of God‟s love is the basis for inter-religious dialogue: 

For in the measure that experience is genuine, it is orientated to the mystery of love and 

awe; it has the power of unrestricted love to reveal and uphold all that is truly good; it 

remains the bond that unites the religious community, that directs their common 

judgments, that purifies their beliefs.  Beliefs do differ, but behind this difference there is 

a deeper unity.  For beliefs result from judgments of value, and the judgments of value 

relevant for religious beliefs come from faith, the eye of religious love, an eye that can 

discern God‟s self-disclosures.
66

  

 

The inner and outer dimensions of religious traditions is a common structural element though the 

expressions and formulations of religious beliefs differ.  There is a shared common origin in 

religious experience which makes the recognition of God‟s self-disclosures in history possible.  

Differences in the objectification of religious experience expressed in religious beliefs are neither 

insignificant nor something to be overcome because the outer dimension also reveals God‟s entry 

into the world of meaning carried through intersubjectivity, art, symbols, deeds, and word.
 67

     

 The correlative terms of infrastructure/inner word/faith and suprastructure/outer 

word/belief derived from the missions of the Spirit and the Son have important ramifications in 

the current debates around soteriology and Christology in theologies of religion.  If the mission 

of the Spirit, the inner word of faith given at the infrastuctrural level of religion is the first and 

foundational divine gift given to all cultures and religions, then God‟s grace abounds in them.  

“That grace is the finding that grounds our seeking God through natural reason and through 

positive religion.  That grace is the touchstone by which we judge whether it is really God that 

natural reason or positive religion preaches.  That grace would be the grace sufficient for 

salvation that God offers all men, that underpins what is good in all the religions of mankind, 
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that explains how those that never heard the gospel can be saved…That grace is what replaces 

doctrine as the unum necessarium in religions generally.”
68

  The key question for Lonergan is not 

whether God‟s grace is given to all people but once given whether it “operates as the seed that 

falls on rocks or amidst thorns or by the wayside or on good ground to bring forth fruit thirty or 

sixty or a hundred fold.”
69

     

Differences at the suprastuctural level distinguish one religion from another: history, 

culture, language, expression, etc.  Unlike other religions the Jesus Christ event constitutes the 

very suprastructure of Christianity as he is the public avowal of God‟s inner gift of divine love.  

“[Christianity‟s] suprastructure, however, is already extant in the account of Christian origins: 

God sending his only Son for our salvation through death and resurrection and the sending of the 

Spirit…The distinctiveness of Christianity lies in this suprastructure.”
70

  Non-Christian religions 

may recognize in Christianity the expression of the gift of love common to all religions.  

Christians then know God not only through the gift of grace given in interiority but also in the 

public avowal of God‟s love in the gift of the Son, and then in the witness to the Jesus Christ 

event
71

 and in the life and praxis of the church that mediates the meaning of that event in 

history.
72

 

8. New Challenge: History 

Affirming the presence of the Holy Spirit in all the religions of the world, and the priority 

of loving over knowing in the order of salvation affects the Christian approach to the world 
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religions.
73

 The positive features of all world‟s religions have their source in the gift of the Holy 

Spirit.    The fact that the same Spirit can be discerned in the world‟s religions in their outer word 

and beliefs, by their fruits, reorients the Christian “relation, attitude, and approach” to the 

religiously Other.  Crowe asks, “How will our understanding of non-Christians as gifted with the 

Spirit affect our general attitude and relation to them?”
74

  Since Christians have no active role in 

the giving of the Spirit, as this is a divine initiative, Christians need not concern themselves with 

who should receive the Spirit and why. Christians face religiously other persons not as deficient 

Christians but full of and overflowing with the gift of God‟s self.  Christians need not refer to 

what is implicit in the Other religions but what is actually present.  Thus, Christians need to 

examine their own attitudes and behaviours toward the religious Other and make “agonizing 

reappraisals”
75

 regarding other religions.   

The “common orientation to the mystery of love and awe through the indwelling Holy 

Spirit”
76

 reflects the unity of God‟s gift given to many; Crowe asks if it could be that “the same 

Spirit who long ago made no distinction between Jews and Gentiles might be expected to be 

independent of our division of Christians and non-Christians?”
77

  One of the important fruits of 

the Holy Spirit experienced by the early Church was to break down barriers between Jews and 

Gentiles.  Is it not similarly possible that the fruit of the Spirit today could be to break down 

barriers of mistrust, antagonism and even violence between the religions of the world? After all, 

“the one Pentecost [that began at the dawn of time]…is alive and well and ongoing throughout 
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the world.”
78

  “[W]e can affirm” writes Doran, “that the Holy Spirit is poured out on all people 

and can be found in religions other than Christianity as well as in the Christian churches.”
79

   

 A Trinitarian framework marginalizes Christological and soteriological issues and raises 

new questions having to do with history.  It is a view of history structured by the self-giving of 

the Trinity and of history taken up into the inner life of the Triune God.  Crowe articulates some 

of these questions:  

     What is God doing in the divine economy of the twofold mission, an economy that  

extends over all ages?  What was God doing in past ages?  What is God doing now?  

What can we discern of the possibilities the future holds and of the actualities God‟s 

intentions may have already determined for us?  Some total view of history seems called 

for: What does Lonergan contribute under that heading?
80

   

 

Crowe outlines two approaches to the series of questions he poses derived from Lonergan‟s 

thought that contribute to his central concern regarding “some total view of history.”
81

  The first 

approach is based on Lonergan‟s structure of history: progress, decline and redemption which are 

simultaneously present in varying degrees at any given moment: “though emphases may vary in 

different sequences, we are always progressing in some way, always in some degree declining, 

and equally always being redeemed.”
82

  With regard to religious diversity this approach 

perceives “…the simultaneous presence among us of the many religions, each with its fidelity to 

the Spirit present in them (progress), each with its infidelity to the promptings of the Spirit 

(decline), and each being led to the ultimate end of all creation (redemption).”
83

  This first 

approach has to do with the authenticity or inauthenticity of religious believers.  
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The second approach to history has to do with the relationship of the religions to one 

another and to historical events: “sequences in meaning and expression, in social institutions and 

culture, in all that pertains to human living, and this, whether it be question of progress or 

question of decline.”
84

   In this scenario, writes Crowe     

God has seen fit to allow—and promote—the simultaneous existence of many religions, 

has God a „plan‟ also for the sequences in the various roles of the various religions?  Are 

some transient, and others meant to endure to the end, if there is to be an end?  What is 

the rationale of the appearance at a particular time in the Judaic religion, when Augustus 

was Roman Emperor, of the birth of Jesus of Nazareth? Was the appearance of Jesus 

„timed‟ not only in relation to Augustus but  also in relation to the stage of development 

reached by the world religions?
85

   

 

One prong in this second approach relates to timing, what Lonergan termed „convenientia‟ in his 

theology of Incarnation.  Crowe extends the field to include reflection on “the role of the Holy 

Spirit to the order of universal history…what is the „convenientia‟ of the interior gift of the Spirit 

to God‟s people?  How should we conceive of the overarching order of a universe when we give 

equal attention to the presence of Son and to the presence of the Spirit?”
86

   A second prong asks 

a similar question in a more universal context: is there timing in the appearance of Jesus of 

Nazareth or the Buddha, or Mohammed that is related to the stages of development of various 

religions and of the shared history of religions?  In the exploration of such questions the roles of 

both the Son and the Spirit in history must be given due consideration. 

The new challenges a theology of religions poses is significant in thinking about the 

future and the role religions play in its constitution of history since “God has no will for 

tomorrow, or anything else that is not.”
87

  Here I quote Crowe at length to illustrate the 
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relationship of contingency and freedom, responsibility and opportunity in a theology of 

religions: 

If God‟s „plan‟ is already in place for us, that is, in the „already‟ of our „now,‟ then to that  

extent we are no longer free.  And if God has a determinate „plan‟ in place for 

Christianity and the world religions, then we will let be what must be. But suppose God 

has no such plan, suppose that God loves a slow-learning people enough to allow them 

long ages to learn what they have to learn, suppose that the destiny of the world religions 

is contingent on what we all learn and do—say, on Christians being authentically 

Christian, Hindus being authentically Hindu, and so on—then responsibility returns to us 

with a vengeance, and the answer to the question of the final relationship of Christianity 

and the world religions is that there is no answer yet.
88

   

 

The authenticity of each religion and how each contributes to the construction of identity of the 

others affects “the destiny of the world religions” and so the destiny of the world is contingent 

upon the “actual realization of future possibilities” in the present
89

; possibilities for mutual 

understanding and learning about one another and about the inexhaustible meaning of God.  The 

divine interaction with humankind leaves us free and responsible for the unfolding and making 

of history.  Since there is no determinate plan for human history then the religions of the world 

have a privileged role to play as participants in the social situation of grace, in the construction of 

the world and the direction history takes. 
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